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Abstract	
  	
  
The overarching goal of the CSUF-HHMI Research Scholars Program is to promote and
encourage the flow of individuals – from our diverse and disadvantaged student populations –
into science careers as leading researchers and teachers, by identifying, developing and
preparing those with potential. Strategies to accomplish this goal have evolved from our
successful initial program supported by a first HHMI grant (9/1/08 and ends 8/31/12), now an
important part of the fabric of our own College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics (CNSM),
includes a growing network of lively connections to community colleges and high schools in our
area. The new grant (from 9/1/12 to 8/31/16) maintains aspects of the original core, but has been
modified through critical input and data from our internal and outside evaluators. It incorporates
a new emphasis on developing science teachers and integrating disadvantaged Master’s students
into the program. The new program evolved from much discussion and reflection on the part of
an active group of more than 20 CSUF faculty, representatives from four local community
colleges, high school science teachers, administrators, and members of the community. The
goals of the program are met by supporting the participation/exposure of promising
undergraduate and high school students as well as high school science teachers to actual research
with CSUF faculty in the biological science, biochemistry, chemistry and biostatistics in three
different ways: through weekend research experiences (covering two weekends); summer
research experiences; or an intensive 2-year program designed develop and prepare students to
enter doctoral programs or science teaching. It also supports exposure of undergraduates to
science teaching in high schools, and aims to integrate teaching and research. The nuts and bolts
of the program as well as assessments of its success will be presented. Information is also
available from the website (hhmi.fullerton.edu).	

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  CSUF	
  Faculty	
  	
  &	
  Research	
  Interests	
  
Maria Linder – Professor of Biochemistry	

Proteins of copper and iron transport and storage, their roles and regulation, with emphasis on the perinatal period	

Robert Koch – Professor of Biology	

Cell adhesion, cell signaling, cytoskeletal reorganization, and ultrastructure of ascidian gametes during fertilization	

Barbara Gonzalez – Professor of Chemical Education	

Impact/assessment of visualization (web-based technological tool development) for conceptual understanding of chemistry	

Christopher Meyer – Professor of Biochemistry	

Structure/function/allosteric regulation studies ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase, rate-limiting plant starch biosynthesis 	

Mori Jamshidian – Professor of Mathematics (Statistics)	

Development of statistical predictive models for pre-screening of patients for multiple sclerosis and other diseases	

Math Cuajungco — Assistant Professor of Biological Science	

Role of metal transporters and ion channels in neuropathology of Alzheimer’s Disease	

Nilay Patel – Assistant Professor of Biology	

Regulation of apolipoprotein-E gene expression, and its role in Alzheimer’s Disease	

Madeline Rasche – Professor of Biochemistry	

Biochemical/genetic/genomic approaches to identify genes involved in 1-C metabolism of methane producing organisms	

Kathryn Dickson – Professor of Biology	

Evolution and development of the endothermy in fishes; swimming performance; comparative physiology and biochem.	

Peter de Lijser – Professor of Organic Chemistry	

Mechanistic studies on the reactive intermediates expected to be involved in enzymatic redox processes	

Amybeth Cohen – Professor of Biology	

Regulation of photosynthetic gene expression in plants; Chlamydomonas as a bioreactor for eukaryotic protein production	

Marcelo Tolmasky – Professor of Biology	

Molecular genetics and mechanisms that contribute to the virulance of pathogenic bacteria	

Chandra Srinivasan – Assoc. Professor of Biochemistry	

Transition metal metabolism C. elegans; use of spectroscopy for reactive oxygen species; oxidative stress and aging.	

Esther Chen – Assistant Professor of Biology	

Molecular biology of microbe-host interactions; Bacterial genes and signals involved in forming a symbiosis with plants	

Nikolas Nikolaidis – Assistant Professor of Biology	

Evolution and functional differentiation of proteins involved in stress and immune responses	

Joel Abraham - Assistant Professor of Biology Education	

Computer based simulations & immersive research experiences to address student conceptual confusions in biology &	

complex systems	

Melanie Sacco, Assistant Professor of Biology	

Molecular biology of plant-pathogen interactions; protein-protein interactions and signaling in disease resistance	

Michael Bridges – Assistant Prof. of Biophysical Chemistry	

Changes to their motional dynamics of small, intrinsically unstructured proteins upon binding/activation/phosphorylation	

Nicholas Salzameda – Assistant Professor of Organic Chemistry	

Novel peptide catalysts for asymmetric C-C bond forming reactions; discovery of bioactive molecules to disrupt protein-	

protein interactions, for targets related to human health and disease	

Angel Pineda – Assist Prof. of Applied Mathematics	

Mathematics and statistics to improve medical imaging (digital radiography and computed tomography as well as MRI)	

Paula Hudson – Assistant Professor of Chemistry	

Predicting effects of natural and anthropogenic aerosols on climate through measurements of their physical properties	

Alison Miyamoto – Assistant Professor of Biology	

Mechanisms of Notch receptor signaling by typical and atypical ligands; elastic fiber protein developmental/cell biology 	

Hope Johnson – Assistant Professor of Biology	

Physiology and biochemistry of microbial manganese oxidation. Microbial interactions with metals and metal cycling	

Philip Janowicz – Assist. Prof. of Chemical Education	

Use of the Internet in teaching concepts of organic chemistry (online homework, exams, 3D modeling)	


	


Two	
  Year	
  Intensive	
  	
  
Goals and Objectives of the Undergraduate Research Scholars Program
This program provides an intensive two years of faculty-mentored research, weekly seminars (“proseminar”), and other enrichment
activities, to develop, prepare and promote entry of diverse CSUF students of high potential into doctoral research programs. We
have a pool of exceptional students, most of whom are from underrepresented or educationally and financially disadvantaged
backgrounds, who have the potential to become top notch researchers and teachers. In the proseminar, the objective over the 4
semesters is to help prepare the HHMI undergraduate research scholars to successfully apply to and enter doctoral research
programs (PhD, MD/PhD or analogous) and biomedical research careers, by (a) learning to read the primary research literature
related to biomedical science; (b) interacting with visiting biomedical scientists from PhD granting institutions and industry; (c)
learning how to communicate research results orally, and in writing; (d) becoming knowledgeable about how to apply to graduate
programs.
Support and Responsibilities/Obligations
Seven students are supported at any given time. In the initial grant, 3 or 4 (alternating) undergraduates were selected to begin the
program every year. The new grant will support 6 undergraduates (each for 2 years) and 1 Master’s students (for one year) at all
times. Each student is provided:
A stipend and scholarship to enable him/her to carry out at least 15 hours of research a week during the academic year, and full
time research during two summers while completing the undergraduate degree; funds to participate in national or international
meetings; mentoring by faculty in the proseminar and in actual research within a faculty laboratory; mentoring by a promising
selected Master’s student who participates in the program. Students will give a presentation on their research in the form of a
science class to high school students, prepared with the help of their research advisor and our participating high school science
teachers. During the two years they will have multiple opportunities to present and discuss their research in various settings.
Undergraduates will spend one summer doing reesarch at a PhD granting institution. At the end of the program, each Scholar will
present his/her thesis and submit a formal written report of the work. It should be noted that HHMI program faculty include several
who do research on various aspects of science education, seeking to find new ways of bringing science knowledge to students (see
faculty research interests, at left).
Fate/Status of the Undergraduate Research Scholars Supported During the First 4 years
Elaine Seraya – In organic chemistry doctoral program, UC Irvine
Katrina Taylor – Completed high school science teacher preparation at UC Irvine and is teaching HS science
Jason Schott – Completing MS Biology at CSUF and applying to MD/PhD programs
Adriana Arteaga – Completing BS Biology degree and will be applying to medical school
Cynthia Bach – in PharmD program at UC San Francisco
Steven Schill – entering chemistry PhD program at UC San Diego
Danny Ramos – entering biology PhD program at UC Irvine
Gabrielle Donnelly – completing BS Biology and applying to neuroscience doctoral programs
Daniel Mendez – completed BS Biology; applying to DVM/PhD programs for Fall 2013
Michael Berriman – entering biochemistry doctoral program, UC San Diego
Ramin Farhad – completing double major in Biology/Music, Chem Minor; plans to pursue PhD in neuroscience
Simona Bor – entering senior year as Biochemistry major; applying to MD/PhD programs
Charles Mordaunt – entering senior year as Biology major; plans to pursue PhD in biology
Alex Burtea – entering senior year as Biochemistry major; applying to MD/PhD program

Year-round scholars
socializing with visiting
neuroscience professor,
Theo Palmer, from
Stanford, who spent a
day interacting with them
one-on-one and as a
group, as well as
providing a research
seminar for the College of
NSM.
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Goals and Objectives for the Undergraduate SRE
The goals are to expose inexperienced undergraduates of high potential, from our linked community colleges as well as CSUF, to
an extensive research experience over ten weeks, working on individual research projects in faculty laboratories, banking on their
expressed interest in learning more about what it means to do research in the biomedical and underlying basic sciences and
mathematics, and to provide them further encouragement and confidence to proceed in that direction.
Organization and Support
The participate in actual research that is part of the scholarly activity of CSUF faculty members. Participants are officially enrolled in
a summer research course and receive course credit and all the privileges of being students at CSUF. They participate in safety
and library training, as well as workshops on writing up their work, and discussions of research ethics and/or how to apply to
doctoral programs. There also are extracurricular activities to build a sense of community – although they also become part of the
community of the research laboratory in which they are working. Most of their time, however, is spent in the laboratory. By being
compensated with a stipend, undergraduates can devote themselves to exploring in depth what it would be like to be a research
scientist. We have found that the undergraduates are capable of understanding the objectives of their projects, and the significance
of the outcomes of their work. They learn basic and advanced techniques and achieve the technical capabilities to obtain significant
publishable data that contribute to the scholarship of mentor faculty.
Products
Apart of presentations within individual faculty research groups, each student makes several presentations and produces a final
written report, as follows:
• After the first week – a 10-15 minute informal oral presentation to HHMI faculty and research students on the research project
the student is pursuing
• In the 9th week – a 15 minute formal oral presentation on the research findings (to HHMI faculty and students)
• In the 10th week – a poster presentation to all the students and faculty in the summer research programs in our College of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics
• On the last day – a formal written report of the research findings, in journal format, is submitted to the program
Some examples of recent projects carried out by the undergraduates are:
Characterization of Smc04276 and Smc01556 - two direct transcriptional target genes of the exoS/ChvI two-component signaling
system in Sinorhizobium meliloti
Survey of reactions of succinic acid with the hydroxyl radical - Effects on hygroscopic properties
Cloning tomato 14-3-3 gene family coding sequences
Investigating the role of a cupric and ferric reductase in copper uptake by mammalian cells

Weekend	
  Research	
  Experience	
  (WRE)	
  	
  
Organization and Goals
A major objective is to expose undergraduates to what it is like to perform actual research, that has the potential to contribute to the
research of a single CSUF faculty member or to the collaborative research of more than one faculty member, addressing a scientific
question or hypothesis for which the answer(s) is/are unknown. The rationale for this is that most undergraduates, and particularly
those in our kinds of institutions (including local community colleges), do not know what it means to do research, and our goal is to
increase the numbers of students interested in pursuing research careers by “turning them on” to the concept of research early in
their undergraduate years.
WREs are offered once a year, usually in November, to groups of 18 undergraduates, 8 HS students, and 4 HS science teachers (a
total of 30 participants). Selected undergraduates are beginning science students, with one college level chemistry or biology
course under their belts, roughly equal numbers of them coming from our 4 linked community colleges (CCS) and CSUF. A given
WRE is proposed and organized by a single (or pairs of collaborating) CSUF faculty and is real research, designed to test
hypotheses and answer questions stemming from their own work. Potential research projects are solicited from the CSUF faculty in
the summer and decided upon though discussions with the director, so that publicity can be developed before the start of the
academic year in August. The project is broken down into portions of experimental work that can be tackled by small groups of
participants (typically 4-5). Groups contain random mixtures of undergraduate and HS students and teachers. Faculty from our
participating CCs, and potentially also post-doctoral fellows from neighboring universities who are interested in becoming teachers,
help the CSUF faculty member or collaborators organize and run the weekend program.

Some	
  Assessment	
  Results	
  

